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1Seleting Impliations in Fuzzy Abdutive ProblemsAdrien Revault d'Allonnes Herman Akdag Bernadette Bouhon-MeunierAbstrat|Abdutive reasoning is an explanatory proessin whih potential auses of an observation are unearthed.We have onentrated on the formal de�nition of fuzzy ab-dution as an inversion of the Generalised Modus Ponensgiven by Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier. While studyingthis formalism we notied that some observations ould notbe explained properly. Observations, in abdutive reason-ing, are made within the onlusion spae of the onsideredrule. Their potential shape is therefore highly onstrainedby the impliation operator used. We laim that, given afeasible observation and a set of rules, we an ategorise theset of impliations to be used. Sine a given observation willmath only part of the onlusions in the rule-set, we o�er aategorisation of a rule system oherent with observed data.Index Terms|Abdutive reasoning, fuzzy inferene, fuzzyimpliations, Generalised Modus PonensI. IntrodutionABDUCTIVE reasoning is an explanatory proess inwhih potential auses of an observation are un-earthed. In its lassial - risp - version it o�ers little lat-titude for disovery of new knowledge. Plaed in a fuzzyontext, abdution an explain observations whih did not,originally, exatly math the expeted onlusions. Study-ing the e�ets of slight modi�ations through the use oflinguisti modi�ers was, therefore, of interest in order todesribe the extent to whih observations an be modi�edyet still explained and possibly reate new knowledge.We have onentrated on the formal de�nition of fuzzyabdution given by Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier. Theirapproah of abdution [1℄, [2℄ aims at �nding onditionson premise A so that observation B0 is satis�ed. To dothis, they hoose to reverse the Generalised Modus Po-nens (GMP), the fuzzy inferene model, �rstly beause itensures that the onditions on A entail B0, and seondlybeause it gives a mathematial expression of said ondi-tions. Obviously, due to the large number of fuzzy impli-ation and GMP operators at hand, one annot onsidersuh a task as a unique problem. Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier therefore onsidered the di�erent lasses of fuzzyimpliations as desribed by Dubois and Prade in [3℄, [4℄.In their works they reversed the GMP for two lasses of im-pliations: s-impliations and r-impliations. The resultsfor s-impliations gave an expression of fA0(u) the ondi-tionned premise's membership funtion. They hose notto delve into an in-depth study of this result, presumablybeause it o�ered no immediate diÆulty. On the otherhand, the reversal of the GMP for r-impliations resultedin the de�nition of a `maximal explanation' AG suh thatany explanation A0 should be inluded in AG. AG is givenby:Laboratoire d'Informatique de Paris 6Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie8 rue du apitaine Sott, 75015, Paris, FranePhone: (+33) 144-278-807, email: Adrien.Revault-d'Allonnes�lip6.fr

8u 2 U; fAG(u) = infv2V IT (IT (fA(u); fB(v)); fB0 (v)) (1)Mellouli and Bouhon-Meunier only studied a partiularlass of modi�ers (viz. unertain expansive modi�ers) andthen only using G�odel's impliation. We wished to see ifwe ould generalise their results to other types of modi�ersand other impliation/t-norm pairs.Our aim was to generalise these results to other hedgesand impliations. We have hosen to study lassial powermodi�ers as de�ned by Zadeh [5℄, and translation modi�ersintrodued by Bouhon-Meunier and Yao [6℄. We �nallyonsidered the partiular ases, de�ned from these trans-lations, of reinforement hedges whih ontrat both sup-ports and kernels (i.e. fB0(v) = min(fB(v+ ");fB(v� ")))and their inverses whih dilate them. These modi�ers aresemantially onsistent with Zadeh's de�nition, yet theirimpat on the support and kernel of the original labelsimplies a shift in preision, both formally and intuitively.Our results were inompatible with established theories.We proved, for one, that the extension of Mellouli andBouhon-Meunier's formal results on abdution sometimesgenerates inoherent results. This paper will introdue away of using this to give a semantially onsistent inter-pretation of a rule set. We will show where this inompat-ibility omes from and derive from it a seletion method offuzzy impliation, based on observable data.II. Classifiation with respet to observationsA. Origin of inonsistenyWe have shown in [8℄ that given a gradual-rule abdutiveproblem,  Lukasiewiz's impliation and an observationsuh that B0 � B and infv2V fB0(v) = 0 then AG = A. Ourproblem is that this result is:� Inonsistent with general results on the GeneralisedModus Ponens:{ if A0 �A then B0 = B{ if A0 �A then B0 �B� Inonsistent with previous results on abdution{ if B01 � B02 then AG1 � AG2 , here if B01 = B thenAG1 = A� Inonsistent with  Lukasiewiz as an r- and s-impliation{ Any satisfatory explanation A0 is suh that A0 �AG{ r-impliation : AG = A{ s-impliation : A0 = UFurthermore, we laim that, given a feasible observationand a set of rules, we an ategorise the set of implia-tions to be used. Sine a given observation will mathonly part of the onlusions in the rule-set, we o�er a at-egorisation of a rule system oherent with observed data.



2Indeed, in most ases the semanti interpretation of a rulewill be given a priori, even if the rule is learnt, and animpliation operator hosen regardless of its potential in-onsisteny with the data. Our approah aims at buildingentailment onsistent rule-subsets, interpreting these withrespet to the observed data and giving them the semantiinterpretation of the orresponding impliation-subset [3℄,[4℄.To do this, we need to lassify the shapes whih maybe reahed via GMP for eah impliation and onsistentGMP-operator. This type of study has been led in thepast, yet sine their use was to be di�erent the results areneither suÆiently preise nor general. Classial studiesof the GMP have typially looked at what a preise ob-servation in a given fuzzy premise will generate or at veryloal modi�ations [7℄. The problem here is that we needto rule out, or aept, a given shape for an impliation. Sowe need to extend the existing results to be ertain thatno unexpeted ase is overlooked.B. Desribing GMP onlusionsB.1 ForewordBefore we present our study of GMP onlusions withrespet to the fuzzy subsets they entail, we think it wiseto remind the reader of the general expression of the GMPonlusion and of the expressions of the fuzzy impliationswe will study, and their lassi�ation.For a fuzzy rule of the type `If u is A then v is B' andan observation A0, the expeted onlusion is given by:fB0(v) = supu2U >(fA0(u); I(fA(u); fB(v)))Where A and A0 are fuzzy subsets of U , B and B0 fuzzysubsets of V , I some fuzzy impliation and > an adequate(i.e. the risp limit ases are preserved by the joint use ofI and >) Generalised Modus Ponens operator, or t-norm.We will study the fuzzy impliations and their respetiveGMP operators as given by [7℄ outlined in table I. Therelevant GMP operators are given in table II.TABLE IIFuzzy GMP operatorsOperator Expression Lukasiewiz >(a;b) = max(0;a+ b� 1)Zadeh >(a;b) = min(a;b)Goguen >(a;b) = a� bB.2 ReihenbahA rule used with Reihenbah's impliation and Lukasiewiz's GMP operator will onlude on somethingof the form:fB0(v) = supu2U max(0; fA0(u) + fA(u)� (fB(v)� 1))

From whih we draw the following onstraints on allonlusions B0:� If Kernel(A0)\Support(A) 6=? then B0 = V� If A0 �A then B0 �B andinfv2V fB0(v) > supu2Support(A)fA0(u)� If A0 �A and Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) 6=? thenB0 = B� Otherwise, if A0 �A then B0 �BB.3 WillmottWith  Lukasiewiz's t-norm for GMP operator, the on-lusion of a fuzzy inferene given Willmott's impliationis: fB0(v) = max(fB(v); supu2U fA0(u)� fA(u))Whih gives us:� fB0(v)6 fB(v);8v 2 V� fB0(v)> supu2U fA0(u)� fA(u);8v 2 V{ infv2V fB0(v) > supu2Support(A) fA0(u)B.4 MamdaniWe have studied the onlusions of Mamdani rules withthe min, produt or  Lukasiewiz GMP operators and theirmembership funtions are:With Zadeh's min t-norm:fB0(v) = fB(v)With Goguen's produt t-norm:fB0(v) = max� supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u)� fA(u);supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)� fB(v) �With  Lukasiewiz's t-norm:fB0(v)=max�0; supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u)+fA(u)�1;supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)+fB(v)�1 �So we have:� B0 �B for Zadeh's GMP operator� fB0(v)6 fB(v);8v 2 V otherwiseB.5 Resher-GainesWhatever the GMP operator (min, produt or Lukasiewiz's t-norm), the onlusion of a fuzzy inferenegiven Resher-Gaines' impliation is:fB0(v) = supu2U;fB(v)>fA(u) fA0(u)And our onlusion will be suh that:



Revault d'Allonnes et al.: SELECTING IMPLICATIONS IN FUZZY ABDUCTIVE PROBLEMS 3TABLE IFuzzy impliations, lasses and assorted GMP operatorsImpliation Expression Class Compatible t-norm(s)Reihenbah IR(a;b) = 1� a+ a� b s-impliation  LukasiewizWillmott IW (a;b) = max(1� a;min(a;b)) Ql-impliation  LukasiewizMamdani IM (a;b) = min(a;b) t-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, GoguenResher-Gaines IRG(a;b) =� 1 if a6 b0 otherwise r-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, GoguenKleene-Dienes IKD(a;b) = max(1� a;b) s-impliation  LukasiewizG�odel IG(a;b) =� 1 if a6 bb otherwise r-impliation Zadeh,  Lukasiewiz, GoguenGoguen IGn(a;b) =� min(b=a;1) if a 6= 01 otherwise r-impliation  Lukasiewiz, Goguen Lukasiewiz I L(a;b) = min(1� a+ b;1) r- & s-impliation  Lukasiewiz
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fA(u) × δ

Fig. 1. GMP onlusions with Reihenbah's impliation� infv2V fB0(v) = supu2Support(A) fA0(u)� supv2V fB0(v) = supu2U fA0(u)� If Support(A0) = Support(A) and A0 = m(A) thenB0 = m(B)B.6 Kleene-DienesWith  Lukasiewiz's GMP operator onlusions are givenby:fB0(v)=max�0;supu2U;1�fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u)+fB(v)�1;supu2U;1�fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)�fA(u) �Whih gives us:� infv2V fB0(v) = supu2Support(A) fA0(u)B.7 G�odelThe onlusion of a fuzzy inferene given G�odel's impli-ation and the min GMP operator is given by:fB0(v) = max(supu2U;fB(v)>fA(u) fA0(u);fB(v))Whih means:

� B0 �B� infv2V fB0(v) = supu2Support(A) fA0(u)With  Lukasiewiz's t-norm we get;fB0(v) = max� fB(v) + supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)� 1;supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u) �With Goguen's GMP operator we have:fB0(v) = max� supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)� fB(v);supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u) �Whih means that for both t-norms we have:� infv2V fB0(v)> supu2Support(A) fA0(u)� If Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) 6=? then B0 �B� Otherwise, if A0 �A and Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) =?then supv2V fB0(v) = supu2U fA0(u)B.8 GoguenUsing  Lukasiewiz's t-norm we get the following expres-sion;fB0(v)=max supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v);fA(u)>0 fA0(u)+ fB(v)fA(u)�1;supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u) !=supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u)Whih implies that:
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A B

A′

B′
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B′ ⊇ B

inf
v∈V

fB′ (v) = sup
u∈Support(A)

fA′ (u)Fig. 2. Essential properties of onlusions with G�odel's impliation and Zadeh's t-norm� infv2V fB0(v)> supu2Support(A) fA0(u)� supv2V fB0(v) = supu2U fA0(u)When ombined to Goguen's operator, we have:fB0(v)= max fB(v)�supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v);fA(u)>0 fA0 (u)fA(u) ;supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u) !Whih means:� infv2V fB0(v)> supu2Support(A) fA0(u)� If Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) 6=? then B0 �B� Otherwise, if A0 �A and Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) =?then supv2V fB0(v) = supu2U fA0(u)B.9  LukasiewizThe general expression of the onlusion of a fuzzy rulegiven  Lukasiewiz's impliation is given by:fB0(v)= max�fB(v)+supu2U;fA(u)>fB(v) fA0(u)�fA(u);supu2U;fA(u)6fB(v) fA0(u) �From whih we see that:� infv2V fB0(v)> supu2Support(A) fA0(u)� If A0 �A then B0 �B� If A0 �A and Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) 6=? thenB0 = B� If A0 �A and Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) =? thenB0 �BTable III reviews the properties we have put forward andgroups them with respet to the impliations, in order tosuggest possible links between impliations.Now, suppose that we have built or learned a fuzzy-rule-base on diseases and their symptoms. Generally speaking,

to make a diagnosti a physiian usually has to onsideronly the symptoms. Suppose also that, after the on-strution of our rules, we observe suÆient data to buildsymptom-similar ases without diagnosti. If these lassesof ases are fuzzy sets de�ned on the symptom's sale, wenow have a way of seleting the fuzzy impliation to applyfor eah rule.This is what we refer to as `data-driven' lassi�ation ofthe rules. The semanti interpretation of eah rule may, ofourse, still be that given by Dubois and Prade, but thehoie is oherent with the observations. We may well �ndthat di�erent rules, even though they are used in the sameontext, belong to di�erent lasses and should therefore beinterpreted di�erently. For instane, if we were to observe adenormalised lass of pain to the lower abdomen, we wouldhave to hoose one of the impliations exhibiting property5 to enode the rule linking appendiitis to this partiularsymptom. Obviously there would still be a hoie of sorts,but at least we would know that the impliation was anr-impliation and thus that the rule was a gradual one.III. ConlusionOur ambition, in this paper as in [8℄, was, originally, toextend formal fuzzy abdutive results to di�erent lassesof impliations and linguisti modi�ers. While working onthese results we notied that the theory ontradited someestablished results. The explanation of these inohereneslay in the `impossibility' of observing ertain shapes. Yetthese shapes did not seem inoherent with the data theywere meant to represent. Traing the inoherene of ourresults bak to the `observable' shapes of the seleted fuzzyimpliations, we saw that observations were bound by theimpliation operator. To allow suspeted `data-oherent'observations we needed to �nd `dedution-oherent' impli-ations. Available studies of the Generalised Modus Po-nens o�ered information on possible shapes, but did notallow us to de�nitely rule-out others. Therefore we had togeneralise these results to onlude. We would like to ex-
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A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩ Kernel(A) 6= ∅ A′ ⊂ A and Kernel(A′) ∩ Kernel(A) = ∅Fig. 3. Some properties of GMP onlusions given  Lukasiewiz's impliationTABLE IIIGeneral properties of GMP onlusionsProperty Impliation t-norm(s)1 B0 �B Mamdani Zadeh2 B0 �B Mamdani Goguen,  Lukasiewiz3 B0 �B G�odel Zadeh4 B0 �B if Kernel(A0)\Kernel(A) 6=? G�odel  Lukasiewiz Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiz5 Persistent denormalisation Resher-Gaines Zadeh, Goguen,  LukasiewizG�odel  LukasiewizGoguen Goguen,  Lukasiewiz Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiz6 infv2V fB0(v) = supu2Support(A) fA0(u) Resher-Gaines Zadeh, Goguen,  LukasiewizKleene-Dienes  LukasiewizG�odel Zadeh7 infv2V fB0(v)> supu2Support(A) fA0(u) G�odel  LukasiewizGoguen  Lukasiewiz Lukasiewiz  Lukasiewiztend this type of systemati analysis to other impliationsand their assoiated GMP operators, or t-norm.Seleting an impliation from the data meant we ouldinterpret our rule-based knowledge using the semanti in-terpretation of the operators. Our lassi�ation of sub-sets of a rule-base would bene�t from interpretations atthe impliation operator level. Indeed, impliations ofdi�erent types may generate similar shapes. Conversely,some impliations of the same type do not aept the samemodi�ations. Therefore, `observation onsistent' implia-tions, whih we use to lassify our rule-base subsets, mayhave some semanti proximity and, if not, their di�ereneswould entail as many potential interpretations. The prop-erties we have laid out in this omparative study also seemonneted to the hoie of GMP-operator. This shouldbe taken into aount in the semanti interpretation pro-esses.
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